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ABSTRACT 

The percentage of digital signal processors (DSPs) occupied by embedded static 

random access memory (SRAM) has increased drastically over the years. As a result, 

static memory has become a prime contributor to the overall failure rate of DSP devices. 

Cenfral Processmg Unit Built hi Self Test (CPUbist) was thus developed in an effort to 

create a more economical and efficient method to test and repair such memories. 

CPUbist utilizes the power and speed of the on-chip processor, and demonstrates 

adequate and flexible memory fault coverage without the sacrifice of increased test time. 

This test method was used to not only test and create repair solutions for failing 

embedded SRAM, but also to map and compress bit fail data before offloading to the 

tester. To keep test cost at a minimum, the CPUbist programs were executed on the very 

low cost tester (VLCT), and data transfers were kept to a minimum by compressing fail 

data before offloading. All results obtained from CPUbist were then correlated with data 

from Membist, so as to ensure proper operation and to determine its level of 

effectiveness. The results of the correlation revealed that CPUbist can effectively test 

and repair DSP memories, in most instances at a faster rate than Membist. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Digital Signal Processors and Memory Testing 

On the brink of this new technological era, it is natural to look back and marvel at 

the great distance traveled. From the groundbreaking invention of the radio, to the 

remarkable creation of cell phones, elecfronic devices have consistently gotten smaller, 

yet more powerful throughout the years. These electronic devices are currentiy driven by 

fritegrated circuits (ICs), which consist of millions of transistors. As the transistor count 

for these integrated circuits continues to increase exponentially, the circuits keep on 

getting smaller. In 1959, Gordon Moore examined this trend, and predicted that the 

number of transistors on a chip would continue to double every year. This now famous 

prediction has come to be known as Moore's law [1]. 

A digital signal processor or DSP, as it is frequently called, is a classical example 

of Moore's law phenomenon. DSPs are used to process real-world signals such as light, 

sound, and pressure using mathematical techniques to perform transformations or extract 

information [2]. The real world analog signal is first passed through an analog-to-digital 

converter in order to obtain the digital signal. The DSPs then perform various 

mathematical computations on that signal before returning it to the analog world with the 

use of a digital-to-analog converter. Today's DSPs have the unique ability to process 

data in real-time. This feature makes the DSPs ideal for applications that cannot tolerate 

delays. Faster central processing units (CPUs) allow for more instractions to be executed 



within the sampling period, thus enabling the DSP to perform more complex functions in 

real-time. DSPs are used in many electronic devices, which over the years have become 

very popular with consumers all over the world. Consumers are constantly demanding 

that these devices perform more complex functions at a much faster speed. For this 

reason, the memory capacity on these devices has over the years increased by leaps and 

bounds. In today's DSPs, memory accounts for more than half the total die area, making 

it the prime contributor to overall failure rate. For this reason, memory testing has 

become increasingly more important. 

Memory tests are used to confirm that each storage location in a memory device is 

working. This involves writing a set of data to each memory address and verifying this 

data by reading it back. If all the values read back are the same as those that were 

written, then the memory device is said to pass the test; otherwise, the device fails. 

Current DSP devices have the capability of repairing those memories that fail the 

memory test. Spare memories or redundant memories as they are most often called, are 

built into the memory modules to repair defective memory cells, and maintain production 

yield. 

Over the years, different test methodologies have evolved in an effort to identify 

and rid the device of memory defects before it reaches the customer. One such test 

method that is frequently used is direct memory test (DMT), in which the embedded 

memory is accessed via 10 pins on the device. Memory built-in-self-test (Membist), 

which involves built-in test circuitry for each memory array, is another test method, 

which has become very popular. Central processing unit built-in-self-test (CPUbist) is 



yet another test methodology used to test DSP devices. It is currently being considered as 

a possible replacement for both DMT and Membist. The main advantages of CPUbist are 

speed and flexibility. It utilizes the speed and power of the embedded central processing 

unit (CPU), and allows for fewer data transfers between the tester and device under test 

(DUT). Reducing data transfer is key to minimizing test cost, and allowing DSP 

manufacturers to remain competitive in today's market. 

Purpose of Thesis 

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a CPUbist memory test, repair, and ESDA 

data compression infrastracture for DSP devices for the purpose of test time reduction, 

functional yield improvement, and to increase algorithm flexibility. It involves writing 

assembly code in a modular format, and capturing associated tester description language 

(TDL) before verifying and debugging on a very low cost tester (VLCT). This project 

also entails correlating repafr solutions, ESDA data, and test times from Membist and 

CPUbist in an effort to verify proper operation and effectiveness of the CPUbist method. 

Outline 

Chapter 11 provides background information on embedded SRAM, its repairable 

capabilities, and the advantages and disadvantages of various test methodologies. This 

chapter also examines the various SRAM fault mechanisms and algorithms used for 

targeting such faults. In addition. Chapter II provides detailed background information 

on ESDA. Chapter III deals with the approach used in developing, debugging, and 



testing of the CPUbist program. Particular attention is paid to the checksum method, as 

well as the external memory load method that eventually replaced it. The results of the 

project, together with correlation data, appear in Chapter IV. Finally, Chapter V 

concludes the thesis by analyzing the CPUbist method and comparing it with other 

traditional test methodologies. This final chapter also provides recommendations for 

future improvement of the CPUbist project. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Static Random Access Memory 

Digital signal processing devices are typically designed to interface with static 

random access memories (SRAMs) mainly because of the high speed at which data can 

be accessed. These SRAMs have their information stored in latches, and they do not lose 

that information as long as power is maintained on the memories [3]. When compared to 

other types of memories such as dynamic random access memories (DRAMs), SRAMs 

are more expensive, but are faster at accessing data. Figure 2.1 shows the layout of a 

typical SRAM array. 
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Figure 2.1 Typical SRAM Array [4] 



The SRAM core consists of a matrix of individual bit cells. These bit cells have a row 

component called the word line, and a column element called the bit line. The column 

and row decoders decode the address in order to select a bit cell location. 

The bk cell depicted in Figure 2.2 is the basic element of the SRAM system, and 

consists of six transistors. This SRAM cell is a bi-stable circuk and is capable of being 

driven into one of two states. Once the driving stimulus is removed, the circuit retains its 

state [3]. 
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Figure 2.2 SRAM Bk Cell [5] 

Millions of these bit cells previously described, are combined to create DSP 

memory systems. Comprehensive testing of these memory systems is extremely vital 

since memory failures contribute significantly to the overall failure rate of DSP devices. 

This problem is further compounded by the fact that memory capacity on DSP devices is 

increasing exponentially, while test cost is not allowed to increase. This emphasizes the 

need for new tests, which are more efficient in terms of fault coverage and test time [3]. 



Due to the complexity of the DSP memory system, many different types of 

memory defects are possible. These defects could be caused by particles, contamination, 

or opens in the circuit. Table 2.1 lists the various types of defect mechanisms and the 

corresponding bit cell response. 

Table 2.1 SRAM Fauh Mechanisms 
Fault Type 

Stuck-At-Fault (SAF) 
Transition Fault (TF) 

Stuck-Open Fault (SOP) 
Coupling Fault (CF) 

Data Retention Fault (DRF) 
Data Disturb Fault (DDF) 

Bit Cell Reaction Due to Defect 
Memory cell stuck high or low and will not change 

Cell transition 1 ->0 but not 0-> 1 or 0 ^ 1 but not 1 ->0 
Cell cannot be accessed 

Write to one cell affects contents of a neighboring cell 
Cell changes value over period of time 

Cell changes value due to activity elsewhere on bit/word line 

Several different memory test algorithms have been developed in an effort to 

identify, isolate, and analyze these fault mechanisms. These algorithms have to be 

designed such that they detect all faults from a particular model in the shortest test time. 

Some of these algorithms will trigger on multiple failure signatures. Certain algorithms 

are suited for use in production test as screens for more subtle failure mechanisms, while 

others do not lend themselves to production test environment due to test time [6]. Table 

2,2 lists three of the more tradkional algorithms used in testing SRAMs, and a brief 

description of how they work. 

Table 2,2 Traditional SRAM Array Tests 

Algorithms 
Zero/One 

Checker-Board 
March 

Description 
Write Os to all locations and verily; repeat with Is 

Alternate Is and Os with respect to bit layout in array; repeat inverting 
A variety of pattern set walked through the array on a word boundary 



Table 2,3 examines the algorithm's ability to detect specific fauh mechanisms. It 

also compares normalized test times for the various algorithms. 

Table 2.3 Algorithm's Ability to Detect Fauh Mechanisms 

Algorithms 
0/1 s 

Checker-board 
March 13n 

SAF 
100% 
100% 
100% 

AF 
-
-

100% 

TF 
-
-

100% 

SOF 
-

Some 

CF 
-

100% 

DRF 
-
-

Some 

DDF 
-

Some 
Some 

Time 
1 

1.2 
4.3 

Repairing SRAM 

Embedded memories on many DSP devices have afready been equipped with 

built-in redundancy. Redundancy enables the manufacturer to repair a number of 

otherwise defective devices to ensure maximum production yield [7]. In most cases, 

eight redundant rows (called a row group) and eight redundant columns (called a column 

group) are used to replace bad memory cells within each memory block. The entire 

group of eight is used during a row or column replacement, even in situations where only 

one failing bit exists. The number of redundant rows and column groups vary from 

memory to memory, but for the purpose of this project, only memories with one 

redundant row and column group will be discussed. A typical memory block with 512 

rows and 512 columns will contain 64 row groups in addition to the redundant row group, 

and 64 column groups in addition to the redundant column group. Figure 2.3 shows a 

memory block before and after repair. During the repair process, the row groups below 

the bad row group are shifted downward, while the column groups to the right of the bad 

column group are shifted fiirther right. 
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Figure 2.3 Memory Array Before and After Repair 

Laser fuses blown using an ESI laser were previously used to facilitate the 

memory repair process, but this has since been replaced by electrically programmable 

fiises that can be blown on any tester. The major advantage of electrically programmable 

fiises over laser fuses is the elimination of pre-laser testing. With electrically 

programmable fiises, memory can be tested in a single multi-probe touch down. If it is 

repairable, the correct electrical fuses will be programmed to repair the memory and then 

the memory will be retested. 

Efiises are currently being used for DielD and SRAM repair, but this thesis will 

only focus on SRAM repair. Programming efuses for SRAM repair involves determining 

the repair solution, and then translating from the repair solution into the correct efiise 

string before physically blowing the fuses [8]. In the case of the 512 rows and 512 



columns array discussed earlier, the final efuse string will contain 14 binary digits (7 for 

row repair and 7 for column), with each digit representing an eftise. A " 1 " indicates that 

the efuse should be blowm, whereas a "0" indicates that nothing should be done. Six of 

the seven fiises are blown or not blown in order to obtain the location of the bad 

row/column group (Example: 000110 = group 6, 1 lOOIO = group 50, 111111 =group 63), 

while the seventh efuse activates the swappuig process. 

Memory Test Methodologies 

Presently, three test methodologies are used to test embedded SRAMs in DSP 

devices. They include direct memory test (DMT), memory buik-in-self-test (Membist), 

and central processmg unk built-m-self-test (CPUbist). Table 2.4 lists the advantages and 

disadvantages of these test methods. 

Table 2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of Test Methods 

Execute at Maximum DSP Speed 
Extra Silicon Required 

Algorithms can be Modified 
Test Time 

CPUBIST 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Fast 

MEMBIST 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Fast 

DMT 
No 
No 
Yes 
Slow 

The DMT method is most widely used and also the easiest to develop. In this test 

method, the tester loads various test algorithms into the embedded memories via 10 pins 

on the device, and then checks to ensure the correct pattems are read back. The DMT 

method provides the greatest flexibility for the fabs in terms of modifying algorithms. 

The main drawback to the DMT method is the test speed constraint due to a limked data 

10 



fransfer bandwidth between the tester and the device under test. The DMT method also 

becomes unwieldy as the number of memories grows due to pin and routing requirements 

[9]. 

Membist, the second most commonly used test method, is regarded as the fastest 

of the three test methods. This method allows the memory arrays to be tested at, or near 

full speed and in parallel. It also embeds a circuit attached to the memory array to 

provide the test stimuli and operation verification. One limitation associated with the 

Membist test method is the additional silicon required to facilitate the embedded test 

cfrcuitry. Also, since the test algorithm is hardwired in silicon, it cannot be modified to 

detect specific defects [9]. 

The third test method used to test embedded memories in DSPs is CPUbist. This 

method utilizes the power and speed of the embedded central processing unit, and 

requires no additional silicon other than what has afready been assigned. CPUbist 

provides the greatest flexibility in terms of being able to perform go/no-go test, capture 

all fails, and to perform redundancy analysis on the fly. Algorithms can also be modified 

post silicon to detect specific defects. 

Although the three test methods mentioned above all accomplish the same task, 

the patterns/code, which they use to test the embedded SRAM, navigate through different 

paths in the device. Figure 2.4 illusfrates the path of the various test methods within a 

typical DSP device under test (DUT). 

II 
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Figure 2.4 Paths of Various Test Methods within DSP Device 

The Membist circuitry is directly attached to the various embedded memory 

arrays so as to facilitate parallel testing. The test patterns/codes for both the CPUbist and 

the DMT method enter the device via the host port interface (HPI) to get to the embedded 

SRAM. The DMT always returns information through this same path, whereas CPUbist 

is capable of getting data back to the tester via either the HPI or the external memory 

interface (EMIF). The CPUbist method involves pre-loading the test code into the 

SRAM, before moving k into the instruction cache (Lll) where k is fed to the DSP core 

at processor clock rate. The data cache (LID) is responsible for servicing both read and 

12 



write requests from, and to the embedded SRAM. Loading code in the same memory to 

be tested can pose a major problem. Therefore, a checksum test must be carried out prior 

to testing, so as to ensure a defect free code space. The checksum will be dealt with in 

greater detail in Chapter III. 

Enhanced Statistical Defect Analysis 

Apart from built in redundancy, another way in with production yield can be 

improved is by identifying, analyzing, and eventually eliminating the source of the 

problem. This is where ESDA comes in. Enhanced Software Defect Analysis or ESDA 

as it is more commonly known, is a yield analysis tool, optimized for semiconductor 

devices wdth some form of memory. Identical bitmaps, one for each memory array, are 

saved and eventually offloaded to the ESDA server. Each defect on the bitmap is 

represented by " 1 " and each good bit is represented by "0". The ESDA server not only 

creates wafer maps from this data, but also performs sophisticated pattern recognition on 

the die, frrespective of the number of failures. These pattems may eventually be tied to 

broader defects or process errors, which could possibly be rectified. Figure 2.5 shows a 

bitmap that was generated from a single memory array with few defects. 

13 
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CHAPTER 111 

CPUBIST DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction 

Developing a CPUbist program requires a complete understanding of the 

following: the assembly language used to create the assembly code, what the program 

seeks to accomplish, the device on which the program is to be used, and the tester on 

which the program will be executed. 

This thesis focuses on developing CPUbist programs to accomplish two separate 

tasks. The first task involved testing the embedded SRAM and creating repair solutions 

before offloading them to the VLCT. The second task involved identifying two good top 

memory blocks for mapping and compressing all bit-fail data before offloading them to 

the VLCT. In both cases, wherever possible, separate assembly codes were created so as 

to allow for some level of flexibility and to ensure that code size did not exceed the 

maximum instmction cache limit. Figure 3.1 shows the flowcharts of both CPUbist 

programs. 

15 
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Figure 3.1 CPUbist Programs Flow 

Checksum 

Since the program code is always pre-loaded into the SRAM before reaching the 

CPU core, it is extremely important that this code space be tested with a checksum prior 

to executing the actual CPUbist program. The checksum test involves first adding up all 

the instruction words in simulation, then on the tester, after which the two values are 

compared. If both values are the same, the checksum passes and the code space is 

deemed to be defect free. If the two values are equal, then the checksum fails due to 

defects in the code space. If the code space contains defects, the CPUbist resuks will 

most likely be corrupt, so there is no need to execute the main CPUbist program. The 

main drawback of the checksum is that repairable units may be categorized as failing 

units. 
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Altemative to Checksum 

In an effort to maintain a reasonable production yield, and at the same time utilize 

the benefits ofCPUbist, an alterative method of loading the CPUbist code was developed 

by Joel Graber [10]. This method involves using the HPI to load only three instmction 

words via the embedded SRAM. These three words tum on the cache and cause the 

CPUbist program to load from external memory directly into the instmction cache. A 

checksum test verifies that the three words are loaded in good memory space, and a 

dummy loop ensures that all instmctions visit the cache during the first pass. Figure 3.2 

shows the CPUbist program code being loaded from external memory directly into the 

instmction cache. 
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Figure 3.2 Loading CPUbist Code Directly into Cache 
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SRAM Test and Repair 

Forttmately, Todd Heirs [11] had already done substantial work on creating an 

assembly code to test the SRAM and create repair solutions. Apart from working out 

some minor bugs from Todd ' s assembly code, the algorithm used was converted to a 

m a r c h l 3 n with five background pattems, and an additional code was written to facilitate 

an efficient offload to the VLCT. See Figure 3.3 for March 13n flow and Table 3.1 for 

details on the background pattems used. 

Figure 3.3 March 13n Flow 

Table 3.1 Background Pattems for March 13n Algorithm 

Background 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Test Pattern 

OOOOOOOOh 
AAAA5555h 

33CC33CCh 

69699696h 

FOFOFOFOh 

Inverse Test Pattem 
FFFFFFFFh 

5555AAAAh 

CC33CC33h 

96966969h 

OFOFOFOFh 
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The test and repair assembly code performs a marchl3n test on each memory 

block within the DUT. Once a failing bit is detected, the program calculates the 

corresponding row and column before generating a suitable repair solution for the 

memory block under test. Apart from embedded SRAMs, there are several other types of 

memones buih into DSP devices. One of these memories is used as a storage location for 

the repair solutions, while the embedded SRAM is being tested. For any memory block 

under test, the repair solution for each failing bit detected is compared with the 

previously stored solution, so as to determine whether the stored solution should stay as 

is, or be merged with the new solution. Figure 3.4 illustrates the repair flow associated 

with the test and repair CPUbist program. 

Start 
CPUbist identifies fail bit 

Calculate rcw a col of 
failing bit 

Clieck pre/ious fix 
solution for this 

block 

Determine fix 
and store solution with 
ambiguous ectension 

Yes. Determine new fix 

Store repair solution 
(Quit here in 
production) 

Merge new fix with 
previous fix 
and store 

Calc_clone 
Return to Stert if 
more failing bits 

Figure 3.4 Repair Flow 
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Repair solutions or repair codes, as they are sometimes called, can appear in one 

of seven different formats. If the memory block has no defects, the repair code appears 

as OxFFFFFFFF. However, if repair is not possible based on the arrangement of the 

failing bits, the repair code becomes 0x00000000. When either a redundant row or 

column can be used to repair a failing block, the repair solution is said to be ambiguous, 

and will take the form of 0xRRCCFF7F, where RR and CC are the hex addresses of the 

faulty row and column groups, respectively. The repair codes for a row repair and a 

column repafr are 0xRR7F7F7F and 0x7FCC7F7F, respectively. It is also possible to 

have two uncommitted or ambiguous solutions, where both a row and column repair is 

certain, but not assigned. In this case, the repair code becomes OxRRCCRRCC. The 

above-mentioned repair codes are listed in Table 3.2, and further explained in Figure 3.5. 

Table 3.2 Repair Codes 

Repair Codes 
OxFFFFFFFF 
0x00000000 
0xRRCCFF7F 
0xRR7F7F7F 
0x7FCC7F7F 
0xRRCC7F7F 
OxRRCCRRCC 

Description 
No Fixes 
Unfixable 
One uncommitted row/column field 
Committed row only repair 
Committed column only repair 
Committed row/column repair 
Two uncommitted row/column fields 

20 
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Figure 3.5 Defining Repair Codes 

As previously mentioned, the repair codes are updated as the test proceeds 

through the various marchl3n elements and background pattems. Once the test is 

complete, all existing single ambiguous repair codes are assigned column repairs, since 

column fails are more common than row fails. Double ambiguous repair codes could be 

assigned either way, since both row and column redundancy groups will be utilized 

anyway. Figure 3.6 portrays two examples of repair codes being updated as the memory 

test progresses. 
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Figure 3.6 Failing Bits and Repair Codes 

Once all the memory blocks have been tested, the repair solutions are then 

reduced to the row and column (RRCC) group addresses, before offloading to the VLCT. 

Depending on the data transfer bandwidth between the tester and DSP device, the repair 

solutions for a number of memory blocks could possibly be combined before offloading. 

This is in an effort to maximize the data per cycle offload. With the repair solutions 

offloaded, the VLCT program is then used to create the required eftise string pattem and 

ultimately repair the faulty memory arrays. 
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ESDA Compression 

Besides memory repair, it is vitally important that bit-fail data also be collected 

and uploaded to the ESDA server for analysis and fiiture yield enhancements. Writing 

assembly code to obtain fail information proved relatively straightforward; however, 

attempting to minimize the device-to-tester data transfer through compression, proved 

more challenging. Assembly codes were written to accomplish the following: 

1. Locate two good top blocks (block-M & block-C). Top blocks were used because 

the code is always pre-loaded in the bottom blocks of the device used. 

2. Initialize the two good blocks by filling them with all zeros. 

3. Test remaining blocks, one at a time, and map fails to block-M. Next, compress 

fail data from block-M before transferring to block-C. Block-M is then re

initialized before testing, mapping and compressing the next block. Once the test 

is complete, compressed data for all memory blocks will be located in block-C. 

4. Dump data from block-C to the VLCT in preparation for ESDA fransfer. 

Figure 3.7 depicts the way in which the device is tested, mapped, compressed, dumped to 

the VLCT, and eventually uploaded to the ESDA server. 
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Figure 3.7 Block Diagram - ESDA Compression 

A closer look at the code created to locate two good top blocks provides a better 

understanding of the assembly language used for this project. In this code, memory 

blocks are tested in search of two good top blocks. A marchl3n algorithm is used with 

five background pattems to test the memories. Once an error is detected in a memory 

block, the test case immediately starts testing the next block until two good blocks are 

located. The start address of each good block is stored in a known good memory 

location. These two good top blocks will later be used to map and compress fail bit data. 

Comments (preceded by a semi-colon or an asterisk) in the code explain the purpose of 

the various instmctions. The code is as follows: 
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* Constant values equated to symbols 
NUM_SECT10NS 
NUM_SECTIONS_JOIN 
SECTIONSIZE 
INSTANCESIZE 
SECTION STRIDE 
ONEGOOD BLOCK 
SECTIONBITPOS 
SECTIONPAIROFFSET 
PaRAM2 
PaRAM3 
DATAADDRESS 
INIT 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

.set 

32 
8 
0x2000 
0x4000 
0x10 
1 
2 
0x80000 
0x01A00090; store start address of 1st good block 
OxOlAOOOAO; store start address of 2nd good block 
0x80000000; EMIFA 
01234h; different pattem 

* Symbols set for 5 different background pattems and their inverse 
LPATO .set Oh; background pattem 1 
LP ATI .set OFFFFFFFFh; background pattem ! 1 
LPAT2 .set 0AAAA5555h; background pattem 2 
LPAT3 .set 05555AAAAh; background pattem !2 
LPAT4 .set 033CC33CCh; background pattem 3 
LPAT5 .set OCC33CC33h; background pattem !3 
LPAT6 .set 069699696h; background pattem 4 
LPAT7 .set 096966969h; background pattem !4 
LPAT8 .set OFOFOFOFOh; background pattem 5 
LPAT9 .set OOFOFOFOFh; background pattem ! 5 

START: 
* This is the starting point for the code 

Dummyrun: 
MVKL 0,A0; A0=0 means don't really do h! 
MVKL 0,B 10; set counter to 0 

Passl: 
[AO] B March 13N; call March 13N Subroutine 

MVKL Pass2,A9; return address low 
MVKH Pass2,A9; return address high 
MVKL LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
MVKL LP ATI ,A7; load with pattem 
MVKH LPATl ,A7; load witii pattem 
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Pass2: 
[AO] 

Pass3: 
[AO] 

Pass4: 
[AO] 

B March_sub; call March 13N Subroutine 
MVKL Pass3,A9; retum address low 
MVKL Pass3,A9; rettim address high 
MVKL LPAT2,A6; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT2,A6; load with pattem 
MVKL LPAT3,A7; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT3,A7; load with pattem 

B Marchsub; call March 13N Subroutine 
MVKL Pass4,A9; retum address low 
MVKH Pass4,A9; retum address high 
MVKL LPAT4,A6; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT4,A6; load witii pattem 
MVKL LPAT5,A7; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT5,A7; load with pattem 

B Marchsub; call March 13N Subroutine 
MVKL Pass5,A9; retum address low 
MVKH Pass5,A9; retum address high 
MVKL LPAT6,A6; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT6,A6; load with pattem 
MVKL LPAT7,A7; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT7,A7; load witii pattem 

Pass5: 
[AO] B Marchsub; caU March 17N Subroutine 

MVKL Retum,A9; retum address low 
MVKL Retum,A9; retum address high 
MVKL LPAT8,A6; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT8,A6; load with pattem 
MVKL LPAT9,A7; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT9,A7; load with pattem 
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Marchl3N: 

Sectionloop: 

MVK NUM_SECTI0NS/2-1, BO; set up loop counter 

[AO] 

Marchsubretum: 
[!A0] 
[BO] 
[BO] 

MVKL SECTIONBITPOS, Al 5; get section's bit position 
MVKL SECTIONPAIROFFSET, B15; get section's sister 
MVKH SECTIONBITPOS, Al 5; in address 
MVKH SECTIONPAIR OFFSET, Bl 5; offset 
SHL BO, Al 5, A8; set A section address 
ADD A8, Bl5, A8; set B section address 7H-top 

B Marchsub; start March 13 for these sections 
MVKL March_sub_retum, Al0; save low retum address 
MVKH Marchsubretum, Al 0; save high retum address 
NOP 3; branch delay slots 

MVKL 0, BO 
B Sectionloop; if not done, go on to next section 
SUB BO, 1 ,B0; deer section loop counter 
NOP 4; branch delay slots 

[AO] B failed; done, go home 
NOP 5 

Marchsub: 

*Element 1 of Marchl3N 
*This element loads pattem 1 into the fiiU range 

[!A0] 

MVK SECTIONSIZE-1, B1; init loop counter 
MV A8,A15; make address pointer copy 
MVKL 0,B1 

[Bl] 
[Bl] 

,+ 1 . 
111. 

[AO] 
[Bl] 
[Bl] 

B 
SUB 

STW 
B 
SUB 
NOP 

Element 1 
B1,1,B1 

A6,* Al 5++[SECT10N_STRIDE] 
Element 1 
B1,1,B1 

* End of Element 1 
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* Marchl3N Elements 2,3,4 

[!A0] 

Element234: 

MVK SECTIONSIZE-1, B1; init loop counter 
MV A8, Al5; make address pointer copy 
MVKL 0,B1 

[AO] 
[AO] 
[AO] 

[AO] 
[AO] 
[AO] 

[!A0] 

[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 

[Bl] 
[Bl] 

* End of Element234 

MVK INIT, A3; forces wrong answer to read register 
MVK INIT, A4; forces wrong answer to read register 

LDW * A15, A3; march read2A 
STW A7, *A15;writepatl 
LDW * Al 5, A4; march Read4 
NOP 4; wah for LDW completion 

XOR A3, A6, A3; compare R2 to PatO 
XOR A4, A7, A4; compare R4 to Patl 
OR A3, A4, A2; combine errors 

MVKL 0,A2 

B Al 0; next top block 
MVKL Pass2,A9; retum address low 
MVKH Pass2,A9; retum address high 
MVKL LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
MVKH LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
MVKL LPATl ,A7; load with pattem 
MVKH LPATl ,A7; load with pattem 

B Element234 
SUB B1,1,B1 
ADDK 040h, Al 5; update address 
NOP 3; branch delay slots 

* Marchl3N Elements 5,6,7 

[!A0] 

MVK SECTION SIZE-1, B1; init loop counter 
MV A8, Al5; make address pointer copy 
MVKL 0, Bl 
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Element567: 

MVK INIT, A3 
MVK INIT, A4 

[AO] LDW *A15, A3; march read2A 
[AO] STW A6, * A15; write patO 
[AO] LDW *A15,A4; march Read4 

NOP 4; wait for LDW completion 

[AO] XOR A3, A7, A3; compare R2 to Patl 
[AO] XOR A4, A6, A4; compare R4 to PatO 
[AO] OR A3, A4, A2; combine errors 

[!A0] MVKL 0,A2 

[A2] B AlO; next top block 
[A2] MVKL Pass2,A9; retum address low 
[A2] MVKH Pass2,A9; rettim address high 

[A2] MVKL LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
[A2] MVKL LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
[A2] MVKL LPAT1,A7; load with pattem 
[A2] MVKH LPAT1,A7; load witii pattem 

[Bl] B Element567 
[Bl] SUB B1,1,B1 

ADDK 040h,A15; update address 
NOP 3; branch delay slots 

* End of Element567 

* Marchl3N Elements 8,9,10 

MVK SECTION SIZE-1, B1; init loop counter 
[!A0] MVKL 0,B1 

MVKL SECTION_SIZE * SECTION_STRIDE, A15; reverse 
MVKH SECTION_SIZE * SECTION_STRIDE, A15 
SHL A15, 2, A15; convert from words to bytes 
ADD A 8, A15, A15; add to section base address 
ADDK -040h, A15; update address 
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Element8910: 

[AO] 
[AO] 
[AO] 

[AO] 
[AO] 
[AO] 

[!A0] 

MVK 
MVK 

INIT, A3 
INIT, A4 

LDW 
STW 
LDW *A15,A4; march Read4 
NOP 4; wait for LDW completion 

*A15, A3; march read2A 
A7. *AI5;writepatO 

XOR 
XOR 
OR 

A3, A6, A3; compare R2 to PatO 
A4, A7, A4; compare R4 to Patl 
A3, A4, A2; combme errors 

MVKL 0,A2 

[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 

[Bl] 
[Bl] 

B 
MVKL 
MVKH 
MVKL 
MVKH 
MVKL 
MVKH 

B 
SUB 

*EndofElement8910 

AlO; next top block 
Pass2,A9; retum address low 
Pass2,A9; retum address high 
LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
LPATl ,A7; load with pattem 
LPATl ,A7; load with pattem 

Element8910 
B1,1,B1 

ADDK -040h, A15; update address 
NOP 3; branch delay slots 

* Marchl3N Elements 11,12,13 

MVK SECTION SIZE-1, BI; init loop counter 
[!A0] MVKL 0,BI 

MVKL SECTIONSIZE * SECTIONSTRIDE, Al 5; reverse 
MVKH SECTION_SIZE * SECTIONSTRIDE, A15 
SHL A15, 2, A15; convert from words to bytes 
ADD A8, Al5, Al5; add to section base address 
ADDK -040h, A15; update address 
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Elementl 11213: 

[AO] 
[AO] 

MVK 
MVK 

LDW 
STW 

INIT. A3 
INIT, A4 

*A15, A3; march read2A 
A6, *A15;writepatO 

[AO] 

[AO] 
[AO] 
[AO] 

[!A0] 

[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 
[A2] 

LDW * Al 5, A4; march Read4 
NOP 4; wah for LDW completion 

XOR A3, A7, A3; compare R2 to Patl 
XOR A4, A6, A4; compare R4 to PatO 
OR A3, A4, A2; combine errors 

MVKL 0,A2 

B 
MVKL 
MVKH 
MVKL 
MVKH 
MVKL 
MVKH 

[Bl] B 
[Bl] SUB 

ADDK 
NOP 

* End of Elementl 11213 

AlO; next top block 
Pass2,A9; retum address low 
Pass2,A9; retum address high 
LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 
LPATl,A7; load with pattem 
LPAT1,A7; load with pattem 

Elementl 11213 
B1,1,B1 
-040h, A15; update address 
3; branch delay slots 

[AO] B A9; next back ground pattem 
NOP 5; branch delay slots 

Return: 
[AO] ADDK 1, B10; number of good blocks found 

MVKL ONE_GOOD_BLOCK, A16 
MVKH 0NE_G00D_BL0CK,A16 
CMPEQ B10,A16,B2; do we have two good blocks 

[!A0] MVKL 0, B2 
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[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 
[B2] 

MVKL 
MVKH 
B 
MVKL 
MVKL 
MVKH 
MVKH 
MVKL 
MVKH 
STW 

Pass2,A9; retum address low 
Pass2,A9; retum address high 
AlO 
PaRAM2, B3 
LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 1 
PaRAM2, B3 
LPAT0,A6; load with pattem 1 
LPATl,A7; load with pattem 1! 
LPAT1,A7; load with pattem 1! 
A8, *B3; store start address of first good block in PaRAM 

[AO] 

MVKL PaRAM3, B3 
MVKH PaRAM3, B3 
STW A8, *B3; store start addr of first good block in PaRAM 

Endoftest : 
[AO] B passed; test case passed, end of test 

NOP 5; branch delay slots 
MVKL OFFFFh, AO; remove dummy loop 
BNOP Passl, 5; start testing for real 

.end 
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CPUbist allows for all testing and manipulating to be carried out on-chip. 

Therefore, ESDA bit maps can also be created on-chip and compressed before being sent 

out to the VLCT. Compression allows for the data transfer to be minimized, thus 

maximizing the number of units tested per unit time. Therefore, the higher the 

compression ratio, the greater the overall test time reduction achieved. Nevertheless, the 

first stage was to prove that CPUbist fail-bit extraction method works, and for that reason 

a simple but still very effective row compression method was used. This row 

compression method skips all rows with no failing bits, and compresses all rows with one 

or more failing bhs. Figure 3.8 illustrates how this works with the use of a simple 

example. 

Each bit represents one '^°P ° ' ^°^^^ 
Word in this row- block 

High or low 

1'<Word 

2"'Word 

a^Word 

•* r 

Row# Instance 

32 bits from failing word (#3) 

32 bits from failing word (#14) 

Figure 3.8 Compression Method 

For the sake of explanation, the memory that is being tested is assumed to be 

mapped and compressed as follows: 

• The device has 8 Memory Banks, 

• A high (1) and a low (0) memory instance in each bank, 

• A top (1) and bottom (0) block in each memory instance. 
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• 512 rows in each memory block, 

• 16 words on each row. 

For every failing row, a word (32 bits) is used to indicate the global address of the row as 

well as which of the words on that row are failing ("1" represents a failing word). For 

every failing word, there will be one additional word so as to specify which one of the 32 

bits in that bad word are failing ("1" represents a failing bit). In Figure 3.8, two failing 

words are present on the row being compressed. Therefore, three words will represent 

this failing row. One word contains the global address and failing words information, 

whereas, the two other words contain the bit fail data of the two failing words on that 

row. Figure 3.9 portrays the entire mapping and compression flow for a memory design 

similar to that previously described. 

X 
Next Row 

Nexl word 

Start 

Locale & initialize 
btock-M & btock-C 

u 
Map fails to 

block-M 

Nerfbtock 

Oieck 1" fowr i 
block-M 

Record word 
m i 6-bit set 

N o * Bfcck-C& Block-M are tood topblockj 

Store global row address & 16-bit 
word set in btock-C 

Next word 

Check first 
word n this row 

Store 32b it word 
inl)lock-C 

Figure 3.9 Mapping and Compression Flow 
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Test and Debug 

A systematic debug and test method was used in order to get the CPUbist program 

functioning. First, Code Composer Studio (CCS) simulator was used extensively in 

debugging and testing all codes to ensure proper operation. The assembly codes were 

then tested at speed on silicon with the use of a verification debug board (VDB). Finally, 

tester description language (TDL) and vectors were generated for all codes before the 

CPUbist program was tested and analyzed on the VLCT. 

The wafers used for testing the CPUbist program contained DSP die with several 

bad un-repaired memories. Repair solutions and ESDA data for all these wafers were 

first collected using the Membist method on the VLCT. The die from some of these 

wafers were packaged and used during the initial testing and debugging on the VDB, 

while the other wafers were used for probing on VLCT. The data collected from probing 

was used to perform engineering level correlation between CPUbist and Membist. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EVALUATION OF CPUBIST RESULTS 

Test and Repair Results 

In an effort to examine the effectiveness of the CPUbist program, data obtained 

from both the Membist and CPUbist methods were collected and compared. It is 

important to note, that although the core voltages were kept constant for both test 

methods, the algorithms used were different. Table 4.1 shows the two test methods being 

compared and their corresponding core voltage and algorithm. 

Table 4.1 Test Methods Specifications 

Test Method 
CPU BIST 
Membist 

Core Voltage 
2.01V 
2.01V 

Algorithm 
Marchl3n 

Smarch 

Once the CPUbist program was fully debugged and the correct operation verified, 

a wafer was probed on the VLCT using both the Membist and CPUbist programs. The 

data obtained was analyzed and is presented in a graphical format in Figure 4.1. As 

indicated on the graph below, 9% of the 294 die probed failed the checksum test, 

signifying that the code was pre-loaded into a bad memory space. 
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Figure 4.1 CPUbist versus Membist 

In an effort to eliminate these checksum fails, an altemative to the checksum 

(discussed in Chapter 111) was developed late in the life of this project, and tested on 25 

repairable DSP packaged units. Both the checksum, and the altemative method were 

used on these units and the results were duly recorded. As can be seen in Figure 4.2, the 

checksum method has a significant impact on yield. Eighty-eight percent of the 25 

devices tested generated repair solutions similar to Membist, while the remaining 12% 

failed checksum and were binned out as bad devices. 
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Membist vs. CPUbist 
Code pre-loaded into L2 
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1 

a Same Efuse Stnng (88%) 

• CPUbist Checksum Fail (12%) 

DDifferent Efuse Stnng (0%) 

Figure 4.2 Test ResuUs ofCPUbist Program with Checksum 

The graph depicted in Figure 4.3 illustrates the results of a checksum free 

CPUbist program when compared with results from Membist. The results in this case, 

indicate that 96% of the 25 units tested, generated repair solutions identical to Membist. 

The remaining 4%o generated repair solutions, but they differed from that obtained by 

Membist. Since the checksum test is no longer used, repair solutions can now be 

generated for all the memories that are repairable. 
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Metrblst vs. CPUbist 
Code loaded from external memory directly into Lll 

96% 
iSame Efuse Stnng (96%) 

• CPUbist Ctiecksum Fail (0%; 

DDifferent Efuse Stnng (4%) 

Figure 4.3 Test Resuhs ofCPUbist Program without Checksum 

Another very important factor considered in analyzing the effectiveness of 

CPUbist is test time. Test time data was collected from 22 repairable units tested with 

both Membist and CPUbist. It is important to note that Membist generates repair 

solutions only after all the bit fail data has been collected and processed. This means that 

the test time required to generate repair solutions with Membist, also includes the 

collection of bit fail data. CPUbist on the other hand, is a lot more flexible, and capable 

of generating repair solutions without fail data. This difference is reflected in Figure 4.4, 

which illustrates normalized test times (obtained from 22 test units) for generating repair 

solutions with Membist and CPUbist. 
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Figure 4.4 Test Times for Generating Repair Solutions 

ESDA Compression Results 

The ESDA compression routines within the CPUbist program exceeded 

expectations. Fail data was successfiilly compressed on-chip before being exported to the 

VLCT. Compressed data obtained from several units was decompressed, and compared 

with fail data obtained from Membist. The two test methods correlated perfectly, with 

Membist demonstrating slightly faster offload times. The level of compression obtained 

by the CPUbist ESDA program was critical in reducing the total amount of data 

transferred from the DUT to the tester. Because of the compression method used, the 

ratio varies with not only the number of failing bits, but also with their locations. Figure 

4.5 portrays the worst and best compression ratio for failing bits between 0 and 5000. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Conclusion 

The main objective of this thesis project was to evaluate the effectiveness of 

CPUbist as a test metiiod for Embedded SRAM on DSP devices. Based on the results 

obtained, it is clear that the CPUbist program was successfiilly executed on the VLCT. 

The high level of correlation between CPUbist and Membist indicates that the assembly 

codes generated for CPUbist are sound and very robust. The modular format used to 

create these assembly codes allows codes to be left out of the flow if they are not 

requfred. This fiirther increased the flexibility of CPUbist and resulted in a more efficient 

use of test time. From the correlation data obtained, there were some discrepancies 

between the repair solutions obtained from Membist and CPUbist. The checksum test 

appeared to be responsible for most of these discrepancies, but that was eventually 

resolved by loading the code from external memory directly into cache memory. As a 

result, the 12% checksum fails were eliminated and repair solutions can now be generated 

for all repafrable memories regardless of the location of failing bits. The other 

discrepancies could have resulted from the different algorithms used for Membist and 

CPUbist. The fact that different lines are being exercised with the two test methods could 

also be a reason for some of these discrepancies. 

In addition to repair solutions, test times were also compared between Membist 

and CPUbist. When it came to simply generating repairing solutions, CPUbist appears to 
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be slightly faster. Membist has to process all the fail bit information before a repair 

solution can be generated, whereas, CPUbist, due to the modular format used, can 

generate repair solutions without extracting ESDA compressed data. Similarly, ESDA 

compression can be extracted without generating repair solutions. The ESDA 

compression codes performed exactly as expected on the VLCT. Compressing fail data 

on-chip leads to a reduction in the data transfers time between the device and tester. 

Despite the reduction in test time brought about by the row compression method, a much 

greater reduction is forecasted with the use of more intelligent compression routines. 

Future Work 

Although the CPUbist was successfiilly developed and executed, there are several 

ways in which it can be refined and enhanced. One such improvement involves 

increasing the compression ratio so as to fiulher reduce the ESDA data transfer time. The 

compression method used for this project was developed simply to prove that this 

concept works. Now that the effectiveness of this method has been established, the 

compression routines can be improved upon to detect specific failing pattems and also to 

report them usfrig fewer words. Due to tune constraints, tiie ESDA compresses data was 

not uploaded to the ESDA server. This is another area where intense work is needed 

before the CPUbist method can be released to production. Ideally, tiie compressed data 

should be swept into the captiire RAM on the VLCT and then shipped directiy to the 

ESDA sever. Unfortunately, the current load boards were not designed with CPUbist in 
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mind. It is therefore imperative that fiiture load boards be designed to facilitate the 

CPUbist method. 

It is also essential that fiiture works include executing the CPUbist program at 

specific voltage comers and verifying correct operation. If CPUbist is to compete with, 

and eventually replace current test methods, it must be able to fimction across a range of 

different voltages. 
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